
Photo Booth Packages 

Basic 

$300 
2 Hour Rental 

Full-time Host 

Unlimited Photo Prints for Duration of Event 

Prop Box 

Premium 

$450 
3 Hour Rental 

Full-time Host 

Unlimited Photo Prints for Duration of Event 

Prop Box 

Online Photo Gallery 

Platinum 

$600 
4 Hour Rental 

Full-time Host 

Unlimited Photo Prints for Duration of Event 

Prop Box 

Online Photo Gallery 

Photo Strip Scrapbook 

 



 

Capture the intimate, the hilarious and the unexpected! 

Add a little fun and laughter to your next event with a photo booth rental.  Guests of all ages will 

have a blast capturing moments and instantly sharing their photo strips with friends and family.  

Two high-quality photo strips are printed of each four- or three-pose session.  Finally, a party favor 

that won’t get thrown away!  And with unlimited sessions, guests can return throughout the 

evening to take photos with all their friends!  A photo booth rental is the ultimate way to turn any 

occasion into a lasting memory!  We believe you deserve the very best and that is exactly what 

you’ll get.  We understand the importance of this special occasion in your life and are committed to 

making your memories last a lifetime.  Our professional hosts will delivery and set up the booth 

and ensure that you and your guests are entertained while using our services to its maximum 

potential.  We take care of everything from start to finish! 

 

Perfect for Weddings 

Avoid the hassle and wasted film that often results from disposable cameras at tables.  Our 

professional quality photos are printed in less than 15 seconds, providing immediate gratification to 

guests.  To top it off, out high resolution photos are uploaded to an online gallery after the event, 

so you can reprint your favorites – even in larger sizes! 

 

Perfect for Mitzvahs, Quinceneras, and Sweet 16’s 

Children and young adults can’t get enough of taking silly photos with friends.  Your kids will be 

raving for months about the fun they had in our booth! 

 

Perfect for School Events or Reunions 

From dances to graduation parties to sorority/fraternity events and school reunions, a photo booth 

is the perfect way to liven up an event! 

 

 


